
          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Chisel Re-distribution Tool 
 

After many prototypes, we are pleased to bring you The Pullman Chisel 
redistribution Tool. 

The aim was to improve distribution consistency by maximising sideways 
movement of the coffee grounds, with minimal downward pressure. In other 
words, tamping the least amount of coffee to maximise coffee distribution.   

No matter the depth set, for the chisel base, the foot print surface 
area of compression (at its deepest point) - starts at 6%, 
compared with other tool designs that start at 30% surface area 
coverage. 

 

 



 
Specifications: 

 Step-less depth adjustment 
 Light-weight (431.5g) 
 Starts at 6% surface area compression 
 A “chisel” shape is utilised with a steep angle of the face ensures density of 

coffee is not localised 
 A low-friction contact surface for the spinning action - stainless on stainless – 

reducing chance of repetitive strain injury 
 Hand finished base resulting in less static build-up 
 316 grade stainless steel 

 
Check out how it works here 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Technical 101 
 
 

*Any tool that pushes coffee in a downward motion is tamping* 

 
To help increase the goal and chances of even puck density, there needs to be 
a happy compromise of enough equal downward motion (tamping) and 
horizontal movement (re-distribution) leaving still enough movement of 
compression when tamping.  
 
Here’s what will happen if you do-not set the Chisel correctly: 
 
Not enough downward and horizontal movement  
(Chisel base depth set too shallow)  

Increased air pockets due to coffee being separated by ‘pulling’ grinds during 
movement 

Channelling not only through uneven sides, but also chance of channelling 
through the centre of the coffee puck due to uneven density formed by these 
airpockets (even after tamping) 
 
 

 

https://youtu.be/bZJvceIPnT0


Too much downward and horizontal movement  

(Chisel base set too deep) 

After using, the tool will create too much downward motion and not enough 
sideways/horizontal movement resulting in uneven coffee puck density 
Performing tamp action after this step will unseat or potentially crack the coffee 
puck leading to increased chances of channelling but also uneven water 
path/flow during extraction  
 
Learning to set the depth of the Chisel base to use this tool to its best 
capabilities is by far the most important aspect of this tool. 

The ‘happy’ place, meaning the correct depth setting, is a mixture of just 
enough downward/sideways re-distribution but also allowing some 
compression movement during the tamping stage. 

Again, after performing the re-distribution with the Chisel, if when tamping 
there is not much compression or downward movement, the Chisel is set too 
deep and conversely, if there is too much compression or downward movement 
when tamping, the Chisel is not set deep enough. 
 
We have found that there is a ‘happy’ place with most doses (irrespective of its 
roast level, though this must be taken into account with switching between 
roasts) to be around a 2mm of tamping compression or downward movement. 

This helps achieve a better chance of even distribution using the Chisel, but still 
allows the tamping action to properly perform the task that its meant to - 
compressing the air pockets out of an evenly distributed coffee bed. 
 
  



IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER! 

The biggest thing that many users discount is the way in which the coffee is 
being delivered into the basket. (Initial distribution) 

If your grinder is delivering the grind into one corner of the basket, the density 
in that area will increase and adversely the density in the other areas of the 
basket will decrease. 

Attention must be paid to the way the coffee falls into the basket and must be 
cared for and coaxed into an even delivery where possible, no matter if a re-
distribution tool is being used or not. 
 

 
 
Options 

 
 
Now available in 3 sizes for different espresso machines. 
The Chisel Re-Distribution tool has been tested on bar world-wide and is pulling 
some great results. So, we have now extended our tool kit beyond the standard 
commercial 58mm Group Head machines.  
 
Here are some of the popular brands our Chisel Base suits: 
 

53.30mm 54.70mm 58.40mm 
Breville DallaCorte Synesso 

Sunbeam Domas Slayer 
Faema Izzo Lever La Marzocco 

La Pavoni  Sunbeam 
Delonghi  Astoria 

Estro  Bezzera 
Olympia  ECM 
Saeco  Expobar 

La Vivaldi Spaziale  Faema 
  Rancilio Silvia 
  Gaggia 
  Isomac 
  Rocket 

 

Your machine not listed here? Check the compatibility by emailing us 

enquiries@pullman.coffee 

  

mailto:enquiries@pullman.coffee?subject=Does%20the%20Chisel%20suit%20my%20machine?


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Personalization 
 
 

 The Palm Handle component of The Chisel, attached with a BigStep base 
makes a “hockey puck” style tamper 

 Custom engraving available – email us 
 Available in a range of colours, and also NOW our timber range! See photos! 

 
 
 

 

http://www.pullman.coffee/en/shop/product/673-palm-tamper-chisel-handle
http://www.pullman.coffee/en/shop/product/699-big-step-palm-handle
mailto:mark@pullman.coffee?subject=Custom%20Engraving%20-%20Chisel

